
Country: Peru
Region: San Martin de Pangoa
Process: Washed
Altitude: 1000-1200m
Cup Profile: Aroma of chocolate,
sweet florals, creamy body with a
bright citric acidity
Varietals: Typica, Bourbon,
Caturra
Harvest: March-September
Certifications: SPP, Organic
 

Tucked away in the central region of the Peruvian Amazon, just east of
the Andes mountain range that runs through the center of the country,
CAC Pangoa (Cooperativa Agraria Cafetalera Pangoa) has been
serving its members since 1977. The cooperative has experienced a
colorful history of good times and bad. It was founded by 50 farmers
from a cooperative in the neighboring city, Satipo, and grew to almost
1,700 members at its peak (in the early 1980s). 

Committed to fair trade, CAC PANGOA has been fair trade certified
since 2006. CAC PANGOA has carried out various programs and
projects with funds from the fair trade premiums. In 2018 the
organization invested in coffee quality and productivity, purchasing
special equipment to install solar dryers. Along these same lines, they
acquired two additional containers to conserve micro-lot coffees. In
addition to the equipment, CAC PANGOA provides funds to its members,
covering costs of production, promoting conservation and farm
maintenance. This includes fertilization and soil treatment, caring for
their coffee and the environment.

With 3% of each sale, Pangoa was able to build most of the
infrastructure it uses to this day. During the period known as El
Terrorismo, when the Shining Path violently swept through what until
the late 1980s had been the peaceful and isolated rural areas of Peru,
killing thousands of innocent people and waging a determined
campaign to instill paralyzing fear. CAC Pangoa lost hundreds of
farmers who fled to cities to escape the terror. Since then, they have
regained membership and currently serve approximately 680 members.
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With the fair trade price we

hope to increase our organic

production so that we can

improve and conserve the soil

and subsequently increase

our productivity. 

 ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION WITH CERTIFICATION AND QUALITY.
COMMERCIALIZATION AND INDUSTRIALIZATION OF PRODUCTS.
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND STRENGTHENING OF ORGANIZATIONAL AND BUSINESS CAPABILITIES.
FINANCING AND CREDIT.

4 Development Axes were established for their long-term fulfillment:

1.
2.
3.
4.

CAC Pangoa, Peru

Pangoa Values
SOLIDARITY, LIABILITY,

TRANSPARENCY, HONESTY,
TOLERANCE, PUNCTUALITY,

CONFIDENTIALITY, ETHICS, VERACITY,
FIDELITY 

 

The cooperative is involved in the lives of its members beyond the buying and selling of their coffee.
From promoting education to gender equality and a better quality of life, Pangoa offers an
exemplary Fair Trade model. The Women's Development Committee works to benefit women, wives
and daughters. They organize medical check-ups for all women over 30 for prevention and early
detection of various diseases. The committee is an integral part of the cooperative and strengthens it
by training new leaders and members with a new vision of development that includes and appreciates
the female voice.

In addition to coffee, Pangoa has promoted economic diversification through the production of cocoa
at lower elevations and the cultivation of honey. They export a couple of containers of cocoa per year
and are working to improve quality and expand their market. A roasted coffee project is underway
with the goal of establishing a secondary source of income and developing a national appreciation
for high-quality (exportable) coffee to be consumed internally. In 2009, plans began to develop a
local ecotourism project to supplement income from coffee production.


